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Abstract: The effect of structural relaxations on the magnetocrystalline anisotropy energy (MAE) was
investigated by using density functional theory (DFT). The theory of the impact of magnetostructural
coupling on the MAE was discussed, including the effects on attempt frequency. The MAE for
ferromagnetic FePt (3.45 meV/formula unit) and antiferromagnetic PtMn (0.41 meV/formula unit)
were calculated within the local density approximation (LDA). The effects of the structural relaxation
were calculated and found to give a <0.5% reduction to the MAE for the ferromagnet and ∼20% for
the antiferromagnet.

Keywords: magnetocrystalline anisotropy; FePt; PtMn; transition state search; magnetism; density
functional theory

1. Introduction

The modern world has been transformed since the advent of the computer due to
ever-improving data storage, enabling more complex devices and programmes to be manu-
factured and written. Huge advances have been made possible due to the development of
and improvements in magnetic data storage from the primitive core-rope memory (∼4 Kb)
of the Apollo era [1], to modern multi-Tb storage drives [2]. This progress has depended
upon the construction of an ever-greater areal bit density (number of data storage "sites"
per unit area) [2] and higher performance bits.

For high performance (high clock speed) memory, such as is found in modern random
access memory (RAM), the storage must typically be electric rather than magnetic, because
conventional magnetic storage techniques take too long to write a bit. This causes the
memory to be volatile [3], and has a sizable effect on the power consumption of that
memory, because constant refreshing of the bits is required. One potential way around this
is antiferromagnetic magnetoelectric RAM (AFM-MERAM) [4], which makes use of the
high-switching speeds of antiferromagnetic (AFM) materials to create memory that offers
equivalent performance to standard charge-based RAM while still having the low energy
requirements and nonvolatility of magnetic storage.

Now, considering the areal bit density, the greatest current limit is the requirement
that the memory itself is thermally stable [5]; it is not much use if a warm day causes the
data to be erased due to random bits flipping. Therefore, it is necessary to have a high
barrier against bit-flipping, such that the probability of a random flip caused by thermal
fluctuations is very small, even over long timescales (there must be a high activation energy
for the bit flipping at kBT for typical operational temperatures).

In modern memory-storage devices that rely upon the magnetisation orientation of a
magnetic material, this barrier to bit flipping is controlled by the energy required to reorient
all of the spin moments within the bit. This barrier is therefore extrinsic, and increases with
the size of the device. Any increase of the areal bit density, however, requires shrinking the
size of a bit, and therefore to maintain a constant barrier to flipping needs a higher intrinsic
barrier to flipping.
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This intrinsic barrier to the flipping of individual bits is the magnetocrystalline
anisotropy. This property, typically evaluated as a magnetocrystalline anisotropy en-
ergy (MAE), is a relativistic effect induced by spin-orbit coupling linking together orbital
and spin angular momenta. One way of thinking about this effect is that, in the absence of
relativity, spins exist in a spherical orbital. This may then be convolved with an electronic
orbital to produce the standard “spin-orbitals” of, for example, Hartree–Fock theory, with-
out affecting the spins. In the relativistic limit, however, l and s are no longer acceptable
quantum numbers, and therefore we cannot neglect the effect of the convolution on the
spin-like degrees of freedom. Because the original electronic orbitals are both directionally
dependent and oriented with respect to the crystal lattice (due to the crystal field effect), this
means that the effect of spin-orbit coupling is to make the spins experience an environment
which is directionally dependent — magnetocrystalline anisotropy.

Much effort has gone into evaluating MAE over the years, both in ferromagnetic (FM)
and antiferromagnetic (AFM) materials through both experimental [6,7] and theoretical [8–10]
approaches based on ab initio calculation. For antiferromagnetic materials in particular, this is
made especially difficult by their lack of apparent response to an applied field, and therefore
the MAE of AFM materials tends to be inferred rather than directly measured [7].

Reliable simulation techniques have huge potential within the field of materials dis-
covery because they enable a cheap initial search of likely candidate materials and novel
structures [11,12], which may then be synthesised to confirm the findings of the simulations.
For AFM materials in particular, in which the MAE is not directly accessible, this ability
to directly access a magnetic property through a simulation is a potentially important av-
enue for materials discovery. Current simulation methods, however, typically significantly
overestimate the anisotropy value compared with experiment [8,9].

One reason for this discrepancy between theory and experiment may be that the
theoretical simulations do not calculate precisely the same observable that is measured
experimentally, such as different timescales of experiment and theory. This sort of error
cannot be corrected by using more sophisticated treatments of the electronic structure
— such as additional treatments of strong correlations, or better exchange-correlation
functionals — because these better methods for electronic structure would still be applied
toward more accurately calculating the wrong number. Additionally, by finding a more
experimentally relevant description it is possible to gain greater insight into the underlying
physical processes, thereby both enhancing understanding and potentially opening up new
routes for device optimisation and material parameters tuning.

A potential cause of the overestimation of MAE may be that these techniques typ-
ically rely on optimising the ground-state structure and then either sampling different
constrained spin orientations [13] or calculating the spin-torque and using that to evaluate
the anisotropy [14]. These methods, however, do not typically allow for a relaxation of the
crystal structure in response to the changing spin orientation. In this paper, we propose a
new strategy to evaluate the magnetic anisotropy which also includes the magnetostructural
coupling and apply these to ferromagnetic FePt and antiferromagnetic PtMn.

2. Theory
2.1. Magnetic Transition State Searching

Rather than the narrow definition of MAE as the difference in energy between ori-
entation of the spins along the magnetic easy and hard axes, it is possible to extend the
definition to a higher dimensional case (i.e., also considering structural relaxations) by
instead defining it as the maximum energy of the minimum energy pathway — the energy
of the transition state — between the magnetic ground state and its symmetrically identical
reversed state (for example turning all "up" spins into "down" spins and vice versa). When
we only consider magnetic relaxations, this definition yields the same MAE as before.
However, when simultaneous structural and magnetic relaxations are considered (as must
be the case in a real experiment) the extra degrees of freedom make further, potentially
lower, energy routes valid.
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Transition state searching within chemistry, which considers only the movement of
atoms, is a well-established field with many techniques for evaluating the energy barrier
for transition between two local minima within a wider energy landscape (in chemical
contexts, these are the reactant and product of a reaction step). Much work has been done on
developing procedures for these, such as the nudged elastic band method [15,16]. However,
an older, and more computationally efficient, method — known as linear synchronous
transit/quadratic synchronous transit [17] (LST/QST) — may be sufficient for accurate
magnetic transition state searching, and so it is used here.

In LST/QST, a linear pathway between the two minima is constructed by interpola-
tion, and the maximum along this pathway is found through a bisection search as a first
approximation to the transition state (this is the LST component). Because this state has
no obligation to be a saddle point — which all transition states must be [18] — a further
optimisation in directions orthogonal to the original search direction is performed until
a minimum is found (the QST component). By identifying a maximum in the direction
between minima which is a minimum in all other directions, the saddle point associated
with the transition between local minima will have been identified.

For magnetic systems, we may consider the spin orientation of the system to be an
orthogonal search direction to the structural configuration of the system (see Figure 1),
because any spin configuration and any structural configuration may coexist (even if with
a significant energy penalty). This suggests that performing an LST search in spin space,
followed by a structural optimisation under the constraint of fixed spin orientations (in
the manner of the QST component of the search) would lead to an improved estimation of
the transition state. This QST style search also has benefits over standard structural-only
LST/QST in that the QST relaxation is guaranteed as the constrained spin orientation cannot
be altered by the change of atomic positions or lattice vectors. It is this QST-like optimisation
of the crystal structure that we propose as a necessary minimum correction to evaluate the
true transition state between two magnetic configurations (a more sophisticated evaluation
of the transition state would require a more sophisticated technique).

Figure 1. A cartoon schematic of the energy landscape for inverting the magnetic ordering in a
domain. Note that the lowest energy route passes through a saddle-point which has a different
geometry to the ground state of the magnetic easy axis. Note that all magnetic degrees of freedom are
compressed into a single axis, and all geometric degrees of freedom are compressed into another.
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Furthermore, considering only the spin-like directions, we know that our initial and
final states are identical by symmetry (a naïve rotation of the crystal by 180◦ maps one to the
other — and this does not affect the internal energy of the system). Through Hammond’s
postulate [19], we find the result that for degenerate minima the transition state lies halfway
along the reaction coordinate (which for our case ranges from θ = 0 to θ = 180◦) — thereby
explaining why the easy and hard axes are perpendicular for a simple collinear magnet.
This relationship is unaffected by structural relaxations due to the orthogonality of the spin
and structural dimensions.

Finally, we note that the highest quality transition state search estimations of the barrier
height also include a correction for the zero-point energy of the phonon mode [20,21]
associated with the transition (see Figure 2). These zero-point energy corrections are
typically on the order of meV, and may be safely neglected for chemical barriers (which are
on the order of eV) but must be considered for these magnetic barriers, which are on the
order of meV themselves.

Figure 2. The effect of zero-point energy and temperature on the MAE of an arbitrary barrier. The
energy of the electronic state of the system is increased such that the bottom of the potential well is
no longer accessible, leading to a decrease in the effective barrier, which change the MAE from being
represented by arrow a to arrow b. Increasing the temperature will lead to arrow c.

2.2. Quasiparticle Picture of Magnetic Anisotropy

The standard picture of magnetic anisotropy — that of an external field "pushing"
spins from one configuration to another — is somewhat troubling when one considers
the linear magnetic field alignment in experimental measures of anisotropy [7], as this
cannot produce an angular rotation of spins. This is because there is never a component
of the applied field perpendicular to the spins. It may then be preferable to consider a
quasiparticle picture of the anisotropy, in an analogous way to considering soft phonons to
model phase transitions [22]. This does not change the underlying physics but simply uses
different language to describe it, which makes the physical processes more apparent.

In this picture, any arbitrary magnetic structure can be written as a sum of the ground-
state magnetic structure and a collection of symmetry-appropriate magnons. For the
rotation of the ground state to its symmetric partner (exchanging up and down labels), this
corresponds to a long-wavelength (q → 0) acoustic magnon.

This gives rise to the current strategy for evaluating MAE; calculate (or measure) the
creation energy of this particular excitation to the spin structure with a static structure.
However, if the minimum energy (transition) pathway (MEP) follows a route that requires a
structural relaxation, then a quasiparticle responsible for this (a phonon) must be generated
simultaneously to the magnon. This scenario is shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. A schematic Feynmann diagram for the calculation of MAE. An incoming photon enables
the creation of a magnon (and a phonon if magnetostuctural coupling provides the MEP), thereby
driving the magnetic transition.

In terms of quasiparticles, the experimentally measured MAE is the energy loss due to
the generation of either the magnon directly or the magnon–phonon pair (for the bound
pair where they act as a single quasiparticle rather than as two coexisting quasiparticles,
we use the term “magnetophonon”). Simulating the MAE then requires one to evaluate
the creation energy of all of these pathways. The authors note that further expansions
in terms of additional interactions are possible, such as multiple phonon and multiple
magnon excitations; however the contribution of these higher order terms to the expansion
are smaller, and therefore are neglected here.

One final subtlety of note is that magnons and phonons are Majorana particles — that is,
they are their own antiparticles [23] — and accordingly, one can read the Feynman diagram in
Figure 3 in multiple ways. The most obvious are the two solutions that come from considering
the phonon as an emitted (see Equation (1)) or absorbed particle (Equation (3)). Additionally,
one may consider the case where no phonon interactions are involved (Equation (2)). We
have

E+ = Emagnon + Ephonon = Emagnetophonon (1)

E0 = Emagnon (2)

E− = Emagnon − Ephonon. (3)

This makes the experimentally measured MAE an expectation value of the multiple
pathways with appropriate weighting with the final experimentally measured barrier
given as

〈MAE〉 = w+E+ + w−E− + w0E0, (4)

where w± are the Arrhenius factors for each route and may be expressed as

wi = Aie
Ei

KbT , (5)

where Ai is the Arrhenius prefactor for route i. This gives an explicit temperature depen-
dence for the MAE and means that when kBT < Ei, the lowest energy route will dominate
the kinetics. In order to evaluate the MAE at any arbitrary temperature (that is, below the
critical temperature for the relevant magnetic phase), all that is required is to evaluate the
energy of the individual routes and the Arrhenius prefactor. This prefactor may be thought
of as the rate at which a system may attempt to overcome the transition barrier.

We also note that although a continuum of pathways for the spin flip exists, because
the energy landscape is continuous, we only consider the routes that are lowest in energy
for any given conditions. An experiment will average over all possible pathways, with
those that are lower in energy dominating due to the exponential factor within Equation (5)
(the Arrhenius equation).
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2.3. Attempt Frequency

It is well known that a further important property when interpreting experimental
data relating to the anisotropy is the attempt frequency [24,25]. This is typically stated to
be a constant characteristic frequency for spin-flipping events (and therefore corresponds
to the Arrhenius prefactor). It is notable that the attempt frequency for antiferromagnetic
materials (1012 Hz) [25] is three orders of magnitude higher than for ferromagnetic materials
(109 Hz) [26] and also that these are of the same order of magnitude as the reciprocal
phonon–phonon lifetimes τph−ph for acoustic and optical phonons, respectively [27].

A possible explanation for this is outlined in schematic form in Figure 4. In this
scenario, the specific magnon mode commensurate with a spin-transition and its commen-
surate phonon (which must have the appropriate symmetry to couple strongly with this
magnon mode) are abstracted from two general baths of magnons and phonons respec-
tively, and specific transition rates between all four (and internal conversions for the bath)
are considered. In the strong magnon–phonon coupling limit (ke,ph → ∞), these two modes
form a single magnetophonon and may be considered as a single quasiparticle, which may
be scattered by either magnons or phonons. By considering rate equations and requiring
the system to be in a dynamic equilibrium, we may determine rates of conversion between
and the populations of all levels.

Figure 4. Schematic of the possible interactions between the magnon associated with the selected
spin transition, its commensurate phonon, and the baths of available phonon and magnon states.

First, we define an attempt as the creation of a magnon-like quasiparticle (either a
magnon or magnetophonon) that is commensurate with changing the state of the electronic
system to the barrier in spin-space between up and down configurations. Because these
quasiparticles are bosonic, there is no limit to the amount of population of a single mode,
so accordingly there are no density-of-states considerations in the transition rates, only
requirements for conservation of energy and momentum which then yield selection rules.

By the principle of detailed balance, for a system in equilibrium (or near to equilibrium
in the adiabatic limit) the rates of creation and annihilation of the magnon/magnetophonon
mode must be equal (otherwise the population of the mode will change and the system
is not in equilibrium). This suggests that the attempt frequency is the lifetime of the
magnon/magnetophonon, which for the case of the magnetophonon may be calculated
from the magnon and phonon scattering rates by using Matthiessen’s rule,

1
τmagnetophonon

=
1

τmagnon
+

1
τphonon

, (6)
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where τquasiparticle is the lifetime of the respective quasiparticle. The lifetime of the magnon
seems unlikely to change significantly for different spin structures, as the magnon will
remain acoustic (an optical mode corresponds to an FM-AFM transition). The magnon
and phonon lifetimes will be dominated by scattering into their respective baths, and
therefore the lifetime of the magnetophonon will be lower than the shorter of the phonon
and magnon lifetimes. This magnetophonon picture (rather than the bare-magnon) explains
the finding that AFM materials have a higher attempt frequency; they couple to optical
phonons with a shorter lifetime, thereby increasing the attempt frequency, which may be
represented as τ−1

magnetophonon.

2.3.1. Symmetry Considerations

There are symmetry considerations with regard to the selection of which magnon
and phonon modes couple together to form the magnetophonon associated with the MAE.
For the magnon modes, the magnon drives the reorientation of the spins with respect to
the crystal axes, and the lowest energy magnon mode is an acoustic mode in the long
wavelength limit (q = 0). This mode rotates all spins across all space uniformly.

Any phonon mode coupled to this must affect all of space in the same way as the
magnon (q = 0), but whether it is an acoustic or an optical mode depends on whether the
system is ferromagnetic (in which case it will be acoustic) or antiferromagnetic (in which
case the opposite responses of the different sublattices will lead to an optical phonon).

One result of this is that applying a magnetic field to a ferromagnetic system will also
generate an acoustic phonon, leading to a volume change (magnetostriction). Conversely,
applying a magnetic field to an antiferromagnetic system will generate an optical phonon
(which conserves the volume) and so there will not be any magnetostriction. This behaviour
is in agreement with previous studies on other magnetic systems [28].

It is also worth noting that the energy of a q → 0 acoustic phonon is vanishingly small,
which suggests that the overall effect on the MAE of the magnon–phonon coupling will
also be very small. However, this is not true for an optical phonon, and therefore the effect
should be significantly larger in AFM materials than in FM materials.

2.3.2. Conservation of Energy

The energy for the creation of the magnon (or magnetophonon) that drives the tran-
sition cannot come from the applied magnetic field. The total energy of a 1 T magnetic
field, as typically used in experiments, in a volume of free space equal to the size of a
crystallographic unit cell is ∼0.3 meV — and the energy per photon in this region will
be even smaller. Hence, the external field only serves to couple different electronic states
together, thereby enabling the stimulated rather than spontaneous generation of our com-
mensurate magnon (magnetophonon). The energy to drive the transition, therefore, comes
not from the external applied field but rather from internal sources of energy (and therefore,
indirectly, the environment), namely the magnon heat bath and the phonon heat bath.
Hence, this is a case of photon-assisted magnon–phonon conversion (in contrast to [29],
which use phonons under illumination to generate magnons). The applied field enables
the transition between different electronic states of the system to occur, whereas the energy
comes from internal conversion due to scattering from phonon and magnon modes that
have been thermally populated.

Considering that these two heat baths are connected [30,31] and the material is at
a constant temperature (in thermal equilibrium), the magnon and phonon bath may be
expected to have an equal distribution of energy, under the principle of equipartition. This
suggests that there are two types of routes leading to the creation of the q → 0 acoustic
magnon that corresponds to the MAE. The first of these routes is the "standard" E0 route,
which is purely magnonic, and involves no structural relaxations (except as a subsequent
potential decay path for the commensurate magnon). The second type of route is the
phononic routes identified in Section 2.2 (E+ or E−). These routes involve scattering within
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the phonon bath to populate a mode that obeys the same symmetries as the commensurate
magnon (or in the magnetophonon case, is the same quasiparticle).

These two phononic routes differ in that the E+ route treats the magnon and phonon as
a single quasiparticle, whereas the E− route treats them as two independent quasiparticles.
Which of these regimes dominates (and therefore controls the “fastest switching pathway”
MAE for an AFM material) depends on the coupling strength between the magnon asso-
ciated with the MAE and its associated phonon [31]. For q → 0 magnons and phonons,
the low momentum leads to a large uncertainty in the position of both quasiparticles and
therefore, within the relaxation time approximation, the coupling should be extremely
large (→ ∞), leading to E+ being the dominant route. In this strong coupling limit (E+), it
does not make sense to consider magnons and phonons separately, but rather as a single
magnetophonon [32].

2.4. Recap

1. The MAE is the minimum energy barrier to transition between two magnetic states
which correspond to easy axis alignment.

2. This corresponds to the creation of a q → 0 magnon mode, which may or may not be
simultaneously coupled to a phonon mode (a magnetophonon).

3. For FM materials, this phonon mode is a long-wavelength acoustic mode and con-
sequently should only give a small correction to the MAE, but will generate magne-
tostriction.

4. For AFM materials, this phonon mode is a long-wavelength optical mode, and conse-
quently will provide a more significant change to the MAE due to the higher energy
of the optical mode, and no magnetostriction.

5. When the magnon–phonon coupling between these modes is strong, the MAE is
represented by a magnetophonon that has a different energy to either the magnon or
phonon when they are considered separately.

6. Coupling to an optical rather than an acoustic mode has a three-orders of magnitude
effect on the attempt frequency due to the difference in phonon lifetimes, leading to
faster switching speeds for AFM-based devices.

3. Methodology
3.1. Density Functional Theory Parameters

The plane-wave DFT [33,34] code CASTEP [35] was used to simulate the MAE by
evaluating the total energy of a conventional unit cell as the orientation of the spin moments
on the non-Pt (Fe or Mn) ions — where the majority of the spin in the system is located
— were rotated by applying spin constraints. Fully relativistic pseudopotentials from the
CASTEP SOC19 pseudopotential library were used with vector spin-modelling and spin-
orbit coupling in order to capture this effect. Because both FePt and PtMn are metals, the
Perdew–Zunger formulation [36] of the local density approximation (LDA) was used and
may be expected to perform acceptably well.

Although more sophisticated treatments of exchange-correlation are available for the
collinear limit, many do not yet have explicit noncollinear reformulations [37]. However,
the methodological improvements suggested in this paper are independent of the choice
of exchange-correlation functional, and therefore it is sufficient to demonstrate these ben-
efits for the LDA, despite the fact that other choices might improve other aspects of the
physical model.

Numerical convergence of the plane wave basis set was performed to ensure total
energy convergence of 0.01 meV/atom (2100 eV plane wave cutoff), and the same tolerance
was used to converge the k-space sampling (a 25 × 25 × 25 Monkhorst-Pack grid [38] for
PtMn and 20 × 20 × 20 for FePt).
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Applied Constraints

In order to sample the potential energy surface away from the global minimum,
spin constraints were applied to ensure that the desired spin configuration was achieved
through a method of Lagrangian minimization [39]. To this end, a constraint that vanishes
at the desired spin-configuration but was positive (destabilising) elsewhere was applied.
This ensured that the correct value of the potential energy landscape was sampled for the
constraint configuration, but also that this was an artificial minimum in the energy land-
scape such that the minimisation of the total energy could identify this as the appropriate
ground state of the system. This technique is conceptually similar to metadynamics [40],
and ensures that both the true potential energy surface as well as non-ground-state spin
configurations can be sampled.

3.2. Geometry Optimisation Parameters

The structures were relaxed by using BFGS minimisation until stresses were lower
than 1 × 10−4 GPa and forces were less than 1 × 10−5 eV/Å, and a finite basis correction
was used to ensure constant basis quality.

During the geometry optimisation, spatial symmetry operations were not enforced.
This is because the magnetic ordering lowers the symmetry of the crystal structure (always
for the AFM, and for the FM whenever the spins are not aligned along the c-axis), and it
was necessary to remove any potential "false symmetries" that may be present which could
lead to force cancellation by symmetry.

Additionally, a collinear LDA+U relaxation of the structures was performed, with an
effective U correction of 4.5 eV applied to the Mn 3d orbitals and 3.5 eV to the Fe 3d orbitals.
The MAE for this LDA+U relaxed structure was then evaluated by using the previous
method with no Hubbard correction applied.

4. Results and Discussion
4.1. Materials

FePt is an exemplar high-anisotropy ferromagnetic material which has an L10 structure
(see Figure 5a). PtMn is the AFM equivalent of FePt, with the only differences emerging
from substituting Fe for Mn (see Figure 5b). This substitution yields significant differences
to the magnetic structure (which changes from collinear FM to collinear C-type AFM) but
not the crystal structure or the magnitude of the spin-orbit coupling introduced by the
“heavy metal ion” Pt, which is constant between both.

Figure 5. (a) The ground-state magnetic and geometric structure of FePt. (b) The ground-state
magnetic and geometric structure of PtMn. Brown atoms are Fe, purple atoms are Mn and silver are
Pt. Note that the major difference between these structures is in the magnetic coupling between the
Fe atoms and the Mn atoms.
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4.2. Magnetic-Only Transition State

In order to perform the magnetic-only (LST-like) transition search — corresponding to
the standard method with clamped ions — a series of "sweeps" were performed by varying
the spin orientation from θ = 0 (+~c) to θ = 180◦ (−~c). These sweeps varied by their φ

orientation (angle to~a) in order to ensure a good coverage of the magnetic phase space.
Due to the symmetry of the crystals, the φ variation is periodic with a period of 90 degrees.
It is also a minor variation compared with the variation in θ, and accordingly in the interest
of clarity only the φ sweeps at 0 and 45 degrees have been reported.

4.2.1. FePt

For FePt, the sweeps are shown in Figure 6. We observe the expected K sin2(θ)
behaviour (including higher order terms, as expected from an ab initio model). Additionally,
the φ dependence is observed to be very weak, although with a very slightly softer φ = 45◦

axis, which is the minimum energy pathway through magnetic space only for the LDA
unit cell. Nevertheless, this φ-variation is so weak that FePt may be said to exhibit uniaxial
anisotropy with a hard plane.

Figure 6. Variation of total energy (in meV / f.u.) with angle from the easy axis, θ, for two values of
the azimuthal angle, φ = 0 and φ = 45◦ for FePt. θ is expected to be the dominant term under the
uniaxial approximation.

The MAE from these results (3.45 meV/f.u., see Figure 6) were found to agree with
certain literature results [41] but to be in relatively poorer agreement with others [8]. This
was driven by the choice of lattice parameters — in this work we have used the relaxed
LDA geometry with no Hubbard-U correction, but other works [8] have used values nearer
the bulk experimental lattice parameters (the relaxed LSDA+U geometry). Using the same
lattice parameters as these other works (|~a| = |~b| = 3.863 Å , |~c| = 3.783 Å ) yielded the same
values as they reported (2.68 meV/f.u. using our method compared with 2.68 meV/f.u.
for the calculation on the same cell [8]). Thus, the choice of geometry clearly has an effect
on the evaluated MAE; the overbinding of LDA leads to shorter “bonds” and therefore
increased effective spin-orbit interactions for the Fe orbitals (which have hybridised with
Pt orbitals), and also a higher crystal field splitting of the orbitals — thereby increasing
the calculated anisotropy. Nevertheless, in order to avoid mixing different approximations
to the exchange-correlation functional, we have chosen to evaluate all of our MAEs at the
bulk LDA lattice parameters with no Hubbard-U corrections.

In addition, we calculated the variation of the MAE with applied biaxial strain (keeping
the~c lattice vector fixed and measuring the value of the MAE at several |~a| = |~b| values) as
shown in Figure 7. This clearly demonstrates that the MAE is dependent upon the strain
of the system. Although not perfectly linear, there is a clear linear trend, which may be
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indicative of decreasing effective spin-orbit coupling for electrons predominantly centred
on Fe atoms as the overlap between Fe and Pt d-orbitals decreases.

Figure 7. Change of energy difference between~c- and~a-aligned spin structures with strain for FePt.
This figure includes both the LDA (blue line) and LDA+U (yellow line) structures at their exact
in-plane lattice parameter.

4.2.2. PtMn

The angular sweeps for PtMn are shown in Figure 8. The predicted anisotropy per
formula unit is lower than for FePt (as expected), and shows the same sin2(θ) behaviour
with strongly uniaxial behaviour. In this case, the φ = 0 orientation provides a fractionally
lower energy pathway; however, this is not resolvable in Figure 8. We also note that
the energy per formula unit is not the same as the energy for the unit cell, although a
conventional unit cell is required to model the magnetic structure the formula unit is
explicitly 1 Pt and 1 Mn.

Figure 8. Variation of total energy (in meV) with angle from the easy axis, θ, for two values of the
azimuthal angle, φ = 0 and φ = 45◦.
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In addition to the full angular sweep shown in Figure 8, the MAE was evaluated
for various systems with biaxial strain (along~a and~b axes) applied in order to mimic the
effects of growth seed layer choice upon the MAE. These results are shown in Figure 9.
The total range of strains evaluated, of the order of ±3%, is large, but not unreasonable in
the thin film limit typically used to grow samples. As for FePt, the MAE was evaluated for
all systems (including the LDA+U geometry) without applied Hubbard-U. This does not,
however, capture the direct effects of the applied-U to the MAE beyond the effects induced
by the change in lattice parameters.

Figure 9. Change of energy difference between~c- and~a-aligned spin structures with strain. Note
that the MAE is the absolute value of this number, and the sign change indicates a strain-induced
alteration of the easy and hard magnetic axes. The blue line represents the LDA lattice parameter,
and the yellow line indicates the LDA+U lattice parameter.

The change of MAE with strain shown in Figure 9 indicates a strong dependence of
the MAE on the underlying geometry. These are large changes — and so the underlying
assumptions of the phonon-based model of small amplitude oscillations are not applicable
— and accordingly a large change in anisotropy is seen. In addition to the obvious ability
this gives to engineer thin-film anisotropy based upon a careful choice of seed layer, it
should also be able to create electrical control of the MAE by coupling a PtMn layer with a
piezoelectric layer.

We also note that these results are in qualitative agreement with other recent theoretical
efforts which considered varying both the ~a and~b lattice parameters [42]. On the other
hand, it seems likely that this change is driven by the changing crystal field splitting at the
Mn sites driven by the change of interatomic distances rather than the |~c|/|~a| ratio per se.

4.3. Magnetostructural Transition State

Following the identification of the peak of the magnetic anisotropy (the hard axis), the
structure was relaxed in order to perform the QST-like search throughout the orthogonal
structure space (as opposed to the spin space). For a maximum, such as the magnetic-only
transition state, there are formally no forces, because it is a stationary point. Accordingly,
several small initial perturbations were applied to this structure before the relaxation was
performed. This is to ensure that the symmetry of the system is broken to enable the unit
cell to relax (as the forces are zero at a maximum).
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4.3.1. FePt

The relaxed geometry of L10 FePt was found for both the easy and hard magnetic
configurations through geometry optimisation of the lattice parameters with the magnetic
configuration constrained to the easy and hard axes respectively. The ions remained at high
symmetry points. The lattice parameters given by these relaxation are given in Table 1.

Table 1. Lattice parameters for relaxed PtMn dependant upon the different spin configurations.
LDA+U and experimental lattice parameters are also provided for comparison.

|~a|/Å |~b|/Å |~c|/Å

Easy Geometry 3.7656 3.7656 3.6841
Hard Geometry 3.7688 3.7644 3.6835
LDA+U, Easy 3.863 3.863 3.783

Experimental [43] 3.87 3.87 3.77

These relaxations show a small (0.02 Å
3

) increase in total cell volume and a breaking
of the symmetry of the unit cell for the hard magnetic configuration. This is in agreement
with the previous arguments about magnetostriction in FM materials.

Following relaxation, the total energy of the system for all combinations of these spin
and geometry configurations were evaluated (results shown in Table 2).

Table 2. Relative energies (in meV/formula unit) for the various configurations of spin and geometry
in FePt. The easy geometry is the ground-state geometry of the system, and the hard geometry is the
relaxed geometry of the system under the constraint that the system is aligned along the magnetic
hard axis.

Easy Geometry Hard Geometry

Easy Axis 0 0.014
Hard Axis 3.453 3.439

It is clear that the structural relaxation is a small effect (∼0.5% ) — in line with the
∼0.1% ~a lattice parameter change. However, this is per formula unit; for a macroscopic
layer of FePt, this effect is multiplied up until these apparently small energy barriers
become significant — with even the small difference between easy and hard geometries for
the easy spin configuration becoming a barrier larger than kBT when 200 conventional unit
cells are present.

Finally, it is worth noting that in addition to the thermodynamic arguments here, there
are also dynamical considerations. As discussed in Sections 2.2 and 2.3, there are three
possible routes from the magnetic easy to the magnetic hard axis: E0, corresponding to
a fixed easy axis geometry; E+ corresponding to a direct change from the easy geometry
to the hard geometry; and E− corresponding to a fixed hard axis geometry. The attempt
frequency for these different routes varies significantly and therefore, in a short time period
such as in a data read or write process, the route with the highest attempt rate that is
thermally accessible is likely to dominate. In a data-storage scenario, however, the long
time period means that the lowest energy route is likely to be favoured.

For FePt these considerations are small. The difference in the barrier between E0 and
E− — the routes with the largest difference in energy — is less than 1%, making the choice
of protocol a smaller effect than other errors associated with the choice of functional or
geometry used. This is in accord with the very low energy of the q = 0 acoustic phonon
mode. For AFM materials, however, the relatively large energy of the optical phonon mode
must be considered.
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4.3.2. PtMn

The same procedure was carried out for antiferromagnetic L10 PtMn, and the structural
changes are shown in Table 3. As anticipated, the observed magnetostriction was small
(<2 mÅ) and may be attributed to remnant FM couplings between the component of the
spins, which are canted by the Dzyaloshinskii–Moriya interaction (DMI). The magnitude
of DMI is expected to be small because it leads to the presence of a spin-spiral ground state
when it is strong [44]. The largest effect on the structure is a very small movement of the Pt
ion in ±~c, which corresponds to the 22 meV transverse optical (TO) mode of the system. At
first it may seem surprising that the Pt ions should move in response to the reorientation of
the spins at the Mn sites, but this may be explained by considering that the movement of
the Pt ions affects both the strength and symmetry of the crystal field experienced at the
Mn sites. This perturbation changes the energy of individual bands, thereby leading to a
reduction in energy of the system when the spins are aligned along the hard axis.

Table 3. Lattice parameters and atomic positions for relaxed PtMn dependant upon the different
spin configurations.

|~a|/Å |~b|/Å |~c|/Å

Easy Geometry 3.8464 3.8464 3.6593
Hard Geometry 3.8464 3.8464 3.6593
LDA+U, Easy 4.025 4.025 3.665

Experimental [45] 3.96 3.96 3.73

Easy Fractional co-ordinates
Geometry ~a ~b ~c

Pt 1 0.5 0.0 0.5
Pt 2 0.0 0.5 0.5

Mn 1 0.0 0.0 0.0
Mn 2 0.5 0.5 0.0

Hard Fractional co-ordinates
Geometry ~a ~b ~c

Pt 1 0.5 0.0 0.5008
Pt 2 0.0 0.5 0.4992

Mn 1 0.0 0.0 0.0
Mn 2 0.5 0.5 0.0

The key change in the structure is the perturbation of the Pt atoms (unlike the FePt
case in which they remained stationary at the high symmetry positions). This change,
corresponding to a TO phonon mode of 22 meV, is in agreement with previously reported
values of 18 meV (4.3 THz) [42]. DFT LDA calculations (as used here) overbind and hence
give higher phonon frequencies, whereas PBE (as used in ref [42]) underbinds and hence
gives slightly lower phonon frequencies.

With PtMn, unlike FePt, the energy of the system with spin aligned along the hard
axis does not significantly change when the geometry is relaxed (in agreement with the fact
that antiferromagnetic systems do not respond strongly to applied fields). However, when
the hard-axis relaxed geometry is measured in the easy-axis configuration, a significant
increase in the energy is observed, as shown in Table 4.

Now, the displacement that leads to this increase in energy is very small (≈2.9 mÅ).
This is actually smaller than the zero-point amplitude of the phonon mode associated
with (≈18.7 mÅ). The fact that this displacement is smaller than the zero-point motion—
which is an effective permanent population of the relevant phonon mode—means that this
lower energy route, E−, is always achievable. Also unlike FePt, the effect of this small
displacement is to significantly reduce the MAE from 0.41 meV/f.u. to 0.32 meV/f.u.,
which is an ∼20% reduction in the size of the theoretical barrier.
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Table 4. Relative energies (in meV/f.u.) for the various configurations of spin and geometry in PtMn.
The easy geometry is the ground-state geometry of the system, and the hard geometry is the geometry
of the system having been relaxed under the constraint that the system is aligned along the magnetic
hard axis.

Easy Geometry Hard Geometry

Easy Axis 0 0.0945
Hard Axis 0.4108 0.4108

Although the absolute magnitude of these effects will vary with the level of theory
used in DFT for the system under investigation — for example, the use of a GGA or
Hubbard-U correction might be expected to remove the overbinding of LDA and make
the model of the system more accurate—the effect of the magnetostructural coupling on
the MAE will remain. Although it is a negligible effect in ferromagnetic systems, this
work shows that it is a significant effect for antiferromagnetic systems. Hence, it should be
included in all calculations of MAE in AFMs, even with higher levels of theory, if the MAE
is to be accurately modelled and not systematically overestimated.

5. Conclusions

The MAE was evaluated for ferromagnetic FePt and antiferromagnetic PtMn and
found to be 3.45 meV/f.u. and 0.41 meV/f.u., respectively, for the LDA approximation
in the static-ion limit. The choice of lattice parameters (for example LDA vs LDA+U
geometries) was found to provide a significant change in the calculated MAE, up to an
exchange of the easy and hard axes of the system. Relaxing the systems to find the
magnetostructural rather than just the magnetic transition states yielded a ∼1% reduction
in the barrier height of FePt (to 3.44 meV/f.u.), and a ∼20% reduction for PtMn (to 0.32
meV/f.u.) when the lowest energy pathway was considered. This difference is attributed
to the difference in coupling between the magnon responsible for the transition and either
an acoustic or optical phonon (for FePt and PtMn respectively). This shows the importance
of considering magnetostructural effects when evaluating the MAE of systems in which
the magnetic structure cannot be adequately expressed in the same primitive unit cell as
the geometric structure, such as an antiferromagnet.
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